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how to find the right journals to publish papers enago - according to an estimate more than 70 000 research journals
exist growing at a rate of about 3 5 per year more than 1 000 new journals were launched in 2014 alone, predatory open
access publishing wikipedia - predatory open access publishing or sometimes write only publishing is an exploitative
open access academic publishing business model that involves charging publication fees to authors without providing the
editorial and publishing services associated with legitimate journals open access or not the idea that they are predatory is
based on the view that academics are tricked into, about frontiers academic journals and research community - 2 6 6
inclusion of zoological nomenclature the international code of zoological nomenclature in a recent 2012 amendment to the
1999 zoological code allows all electronic only papers such as those published by the frontiers journals to have valid new
taxon names and nomenclatural acts however these new names or nomenclatural acts must be registered in zoobank and
have associated life, flaky academic journals scientific research publishing - american journal of analytical chemistry 7
19 17 2 40 am from american journal of analytical chemistry ajac lopzo com the american journal of analytical chemistry
ajac issn online 2156 8278 a scientific journal is seeking papers for the upcoming special issue on chemometrics, journals
ranking and impact factors how the performance - why rank journals there are many ways in which a journal may be
ranked such as surveying the opinions of the individuals who read them or using empirical measurements based on the
numbers of citations or downloads the journal s articles receive, i confess i wrote the arsenic dna paper to expose flaws
- in 2011 after having read several really bad papers in the journal science i decided to explore just how slipshod their peer
review process is i knew that their business depends on publishing sexy papers so i created a manuscript that claimed
something extraordinary that i d discovered a species of bacteria that uses arsenic in its dna instead of phosphorus, guide
for authors water research issn 0043 1354 - water research has an open access mirror journal water research x types of
paper papers are published either as a research paper or a review paper comments on these papers are also welcome a a
research paper is a contribution describing original research including theoretical exposition extensive data and in depth
critical evaluation and is peer reviewed water research does not, fake impact factor journals list open access journals ugc notice reg ugc approved list of journals for the purpose of career advancement scheme cas and direct recruitment of
teachers and other academic staff as required under the ugc minimum qualifications for appointment of teachers and other
academic staff in universities and colleges, plos one accelerating the publication of peer reviewed - about plos journals
plos public library of science publishes a suite of influential journals from all areas of science and medicine that contain
rigorously reported peer reviewed open access research articles, publications association for computing machinery about acm publications for more than 60 years the best and brightest minds in computing have come to acm to meet share
ideas publish their work and change the world, engineering technology applied science research etasr - etasr
engineering technology applied science research etasr is an international wide scope peer reviewed open access journal for
the publication of original papers concerned with diverse aspects of science application technology and engineering,
science journals editorial policies science aaas - exclusion from authorship of individuals who have made author level
contributions is not permitted for papers published in science journals nor is guest or honorary authorship other individuals,
guide for authors european journal of operational - editorial policies the european journal of operational research ejor
publishes high quality original papers that contribute to the methodology of operational research or and to the practice of
decision making extended versions of papers published in conference proceedings are not solicited the relation with
ongoing research should be demonstrated by providing proper reference to the, journal of leadership organizational
studies sage - the purpose of jlos is to publish research aimed at helping us understand and predict effective leadership
leadership of people groups and organizations, academic grievance studies and the corruption of - we spent that time
writing academic papers and publishing them in respected peer reviewed journals associated with fields of scholarship
loosely known as cultural studies or identity studies for example gender studies or critical theory because it is rooted in that
postmodern brand of theory which arose in the late sixties, writing a scientific research article columbia edu - scientific
research articles provide a method for scientists to communicate with other scientists about the results of their research a
standard format is used for these articles in which the author presents the research in an orderly logical manner this doesn t
necessarily reflect the order in, more on scientific reports and on faked papers in the - had a similar experience decent
peer review and academic handling but the editorial production team kept getting on our nerves requesting senseless

formatting changes even before the manuscript got sent out for review, bibme free bibliography citation maker mla apa bibme free bibliography citation maker mla apa chicago harvard, does publication in top tier journals affect reviewer academia edu is a platform for academics to share research papers, find databases databases and e resources by
subject - access to an extensive archive of journals in 30 subject disciplines in the arts and sciences including classical
studies ecology economics history language and literature mathematics music the history and study of art and architecture
cultural studies film folklore performing arts philosophy political science sociology and religion, psychology of religion and
spirituality apa org - other electronic access options subscribe to psycarticles on apa psycnet and access apa journals
online pricing and access, jci insight information for authors - in press previews back to top jci insight provides the option
to publish a pdf of the accepted research paper as an in press preview prior to copyediting and layout, research databases
howe library - this resource created by the national agricultural library provides comprehensive access to u s agricultural
and life science information including journal articles books chapters monographs theses patents and technical reports, are
there any rules for using tenses in scientific papers - introduction use a mixture of present and past tense the present
tense is applied when you are talking about something that is always true the past tense is used for earlier research efforts,
digital tools for researchers connected researchers - find out how digital tools can help you explore the literature back to
top here is a collection of digital tools that are designed to help researchers explore the millions of research articles
available to this date, q a forum enago academy - get direct guidance from experts in publishing from writing research
papers to publishing in open access journals our experts look forward to answering your queries, call for papers accv 2018
asian conference on computer - the conference proceedings will be published by springer in the lecture notes in computer
science lncs series award winning papers will be invited to submit to a special issue of the international journal of computer
vision ijcv
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